3-D cross-gradient joint inversion of seismic refraction and DC resistivity data
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ABSTRACT

We present a 3-D cross-gradient joint inversion algorithm for seismic refraction and DC resistivity data. The structural similarity between seismic slowness and resistivity models is enforced by a cross-gradient term in the objective function that also includes misfit and regularization terms. A limited memory quasi-Newton approach is used to perform the optimization of the objective function. To validate the proposed methodology and its implementation, tests were performed on a typical archaeological geophysical synthetic model. The results show that the inversion model and physical parameters estimated by our joint inversion method are more consistent with the true model than those from single inversion algorithm. Moreover, our approach appears to be more robust in conditions of noise. Finally, the 3-D cross-gradient joint inversion algorithm was applied to the field data from Lin-an ancient city site in Hangzhou of China. The 3-D cross-gradient joint inversion models are consistent with the archaeological excavation results of the ancient city wall remains. However, by single inversion, seismic slowness model does not show the anomaly of city wall remains and resistivity model does not fit well with the archaeological excavation results. Through these comparisons, we conclude that the proposed algorithm can be used to jointly invert 3-D seismic refraction and DC resistivity data to reduce the uncertainty brought by single inversion scheme.
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1 Introduction

Collated seismic refraction and DC resistivity has become a popular method because the combined usage of both methods can decrease the ambiguity inherent to the individual use of the methods in near surface investigation (Hellman et al. 2012). Compared with separate inversion schemes for each method leading sometimes to models that are not in good accord, joint inversion of seismic refraction and DC resistivity data can provide a better interpreted model (Gallardo and Meju, 2004). However, simultaneous inversion of seismic refraction and DC resistivity data using 3-D joint inversion scheme has not been developed.
Joint inversion schemes that have been successfully applied to various kinds of geophysical data (e.g., Benech et al., 2002; Linde et al., 2008; Fregoso and Gallardo, 2009; Vermeesch et al., 2009; Doetsch et al., 2010, 2012; Bouchèdda et al., 2012; Orlando, 2013). For joint inversion of geophysical data that are sensitive to different physical parameters, such as seismic velocity and resistivity, a relationship between different physical parameters needs to be formulated to couple the two or more inversion models. Generally speaking, two approaches, direct parameter relationship and structural constraint are used in linking the different physical parameters in joint inversion (Moorkamp et al., 2013).

For the direct parameter relationship, we need specify a functional relation between different parameters. Such functional relation can be deduced from an empirical formula (De Stefano et al., 2011) or derived from various logging data (Heincke et al., 2006; Jegen et al., 2009). The direct parameter relationships provide a strong coupling between the data sets. Though good joint inversion results can be obtained from direct parameter coupling approach it can result in spurious features when the models violate the parameter relationships (Moorkamp et al., 2011). It is difficult to derive an appropriate function relation between seismic velocity and resistivity due to the complication of the near surface heterogeneity, so it is unlikely that we would obtain useful results from joint inversion of seismic refraction and DC resistivity data using direct parameter relation approach.

Structural constraint approaches don’t need a functional relation between different physical parameters and couple two or more inversion models by measuring the structural similarity between them (Zhang et al., 1997; Haber et al., 1997; Gallardo et al., 2003; Günther et al., 2006). For example, the cross-gradient scheme evaluates the structural features common to different geophysical methods by specifying a cross-gradient function incorporated as a constraint in a nonlinear least squares problem formulation (Gallardo et al., 2004). 2-D joint inversion of seismic refraction and DC resistivity with cross-gradient constraint has been successfully applied in the characterization of near surface heterogeneous materials (Gallardo and Meju, 2003, 2004; Infante et al., 2010; Hamdan and Vafidis, 2013). However, 3-D joint inversion of seismic refraction and DC resistivity data has not been previously tried though 3-D scheme should give more accurate results for 3-D geophysical structures. Also there is an increasing need for a 3-D joint inversion schemes for 3-D seismic refraction and DC resistivity surveys that are becoming more common in near surface investigation (Leucci et al., 2007; Heincke et al., 2010; Shahrukh et al., 2012; Loke et al. 2013).

In this paper, we developed a 3-D cross-gradient joint inversion algorithm of seismic refraction and DC resistivity data based on the framework for 3-D joint inversion (Moorkamp et al., 2011). First, we present the method and algorithm of 3-D cross-gradient joint inversion of seismic refraction and DC resistivity data. Then we use a synthetic example to describe the pertinent details of implementation and compare joint inversion models with individual inversion results. Finally the scheme is applied to field data from an archaeological site in the southeast of China to further demonstrate the effectiveness of the joint inversion procedure.

2 Joint inversion method

The objective function of 3D cross-gradient joint inversion includes three parts that are misfit function, model regularization function and cross-gradient term. Moorkamp et al. (2011) have
described the objective function definition in detail. So here we only briefly present the definition and mainly discuss the specifics that relate to 3D joint inversion of seismic refraction and DC resistivity data.

The definition of misfit objective function $\phi_d$ follows the approach of Tarantola (2004),

$$\phi_d(m) = [f(m) - d_{obs}]^T C_d^{-1} [f(m) - d_{obs}],$$

(1)

where $m$ is the model parameters, $f(m)$ is the synthetic data and $d_{obs}$ is the observed data.

For seismic refraction, $m$ and $f(m)$ (or $d_{obs}$) correspond to the slowness $s(m/s)$ and travel time. For DC resistivity, $m$ and $f(m)$ (or $d_{obs}$) correspond to the resistivity $\rho(ohm.m)$ and projected potential or apparent resistivity. $C_d^{-1}$ is the inverse of the observed data covariance matrix that reduces the influence of observations with large errors.

The regularization objective function $\phi_{reg}$ is defined as,

$$\phi_{reg}(m) = \sum_i \alpha_i (m - m_0)^T W_i^T C_M^{-1} W_i (m - m_0) + \beta (m - m_0)^T C_M^{-1} (m - m_0),$$

(2)

where: the three axes directions $i = \{x, y, z\}$ are summed; $\alpha_i$ are weight factors used to weight the contribution for each direction; $m_0$ is an a priori model that is commonly equal to the average value of slowness and resistivity of the survey area for seismic refraction and DC resistivity respectively; $W_i$ are finite difference approximations to the first or second spatial derivative of the model parameters in the respective direction (Farquharson and Oldenburg, 1998), $W_i$ can be used to seek a model that has a minimum parameter variation between adjacent cells or minimum curvature; and $C_M$ is a model covariance matrix. The second term in Eq.(2) is used to minimize the total value of the model vector and the weight $\beta$ is usually kept as a small value.

The cross-gradient function, $\phi_{cross}$, of seismic refraction and DC resistivity is introduced by Gallardo and Meju (2003) and has the form,

$$\phi_{cross}(m) = (\nabla m_1 \times \nabla m_2)^T C_M^{-1} (\nabla m_1 \times \nabla m_2),$$

(3)

where $m_1$ and $m_2$ are the parts of the model vector $m$ that correspond to slowness and resistivity respectively.

We sum the above three objective functions and obtain the joint inversion objective function of seismic refraction and DC resistivity as follows,
\[
\phi_{\text{joint}} = \phi_{d,\text{seis}} + \phi_{d,\text{dc}} + \phi_{\text{reg},s} + \phi_{\text{reg},\rho} + \phi_{\text{cross},s/\rho},
\]  

where the indices \(d, \text{seis}\), \(d, \text{dc}\) represent the misfit for the seismic refraction and DC resistivity data, respectively; \(\text{reg}, s\), \(\text{reg}, \rho\) denote the regularization term for the slowness and resistivity section of the model vector respectively; and \(\text{cross}, s/\rho\) denotes the cross-gradient term between slowness and resistivity sections of model vector. Within the objective function in Eq.(4), we can adjust the relative weighting for the different terms by dividing the respective covariances by a factor \(\alpha\) (Moorkamp et al., 2011).

The optimization of the objective function is performed using a limited memory quasi-Newton approach (L-BFGS) (Avdeev and Avdeeva, 2009). For 3-D joint inversion of seismic refraction and DC resistivity data, given a starting model \(m_0\), a number of optimization iterations are performed until the value of the objective function \(\phi\), the misfit between observed and synthetic data, reaches a certain threshold. At each iteration, after the calculation of the misfit and the gradient of the objective function for the current model, we use L-BFGS to transform the gradient to a search direction \(p_i\) and calculate an optimum step length \(\mu\) using the line search procedure of Moré and Thuente (1994) to update the current model,

\[
m_{i+1} = m_i + \mu p_i,
\]

3 Joint inversion algorithm

Fig.1 is the flowchart for the 3-D cross-gradient joint inversion of seismic refraction and DC resistivity data. The core inversion algorithm only perturbs the vector according to the objective function and gradient values with no regard to the meaning of the inversion parameters \(m\). But the forward modeling, the calculation of objective functions for seismic refraction and DC resistivity method expect the natural physical parameters slowness \(S\) and resistivity \(\rho\), respectively. So we use a transformation function “Para trans.” module shown in Fig. 1 to translate between the generalized model parameters and the physical parameters. As is shown in Fig. 1, we first give a starting model and calculate joint objective function. Then perform a number of optimization iterations until the value of the objective function, the misfit between observed and forward data, reaches a certain threshold. Finally joint inversion results corresponding to seismic refraction and DC resistivity method are output separately. We describe main parts of the flow shown in Fig.1 in detail below.

2.1 Forward modeling

Finite difference computation of seismic travel time is based on the code of Podvin and Lecomte (1991). The code can simulate the propagation of wavefronts in arbitrary velocity models using a parallel method. For the DC resistivity modeling, finite volume approach is used to calculate electrical potential based on the Matlab code of Pidlisecky et al. (2007). We further develop the code to calculate apparent resistivity to meet the requirement that the DC resistivity field data are normally collected in the form of apparent resistivity.
The forward modeling algorithms of seismic refraction and DC resistivity data have different mesh requirements though they both adopt rectilinear meshes. The travel time code requires that all grids have the same size in all three directions. For DC resistivity, finite volume approach is used to discretize the system and the meshes generated are more flexible. Commonly, in order to keep consistent with variation of electrical potential, the parts of model near the source electrodes are discretized using denser grids and the parts of model far away from the source electrodes are discretized using coarser grids. So we separate the inversion meshes from the forward meshes and use a simple form of model refinement where for the forward modeling new cell boundaries can be added to the inversion meshes and the exiting boundaries of the inversion grids are preserved. Thus, the different refinement grids can meet the requirements for forward modeling of both seismic refraction and DC resistivity data.

2.2 Model parameterization

The core inversion algorithm operates on a vector of generalized model parameters \( m \). The forward modeling and the calculation of objective function for both methods use the physical parameters slowness \( S \) and resistivity \( \rho \). Two transformation function \( s(m) \), \( \rho(m) \) are defined to translate between the generalized model parameters and physical parameters.

For seismic method, the form of the transformation function is as follows,

\[
s_{(m_{s,j})} = s_{\text{min}} + \frac{1 + \tanh(m_{s,j})}{2}(s_{\text{max}} - s_{\text{min}}),
\]

where, the smallest slowness \( s_{\text{min}} \) and the biggest slowness \( s_{\text{max}} \) are used to guarantee that each element of \( m \) varies throughout the whole numerical range while the corresponding slowness values are restricted between \( s_{\text{min}} \) and \( s_{\text{max}} \) (Commer and Newman, 2008).

The definition of transformation function \( \rho(m) \) is similar with \( s(m) \). Because the logarithm of resistivity is used to reduce the influence of the large magnitude of resistivity value, \( \rho(m) \) has a form,

\[
\log(\rho_{j}(m_{\rho,j})) = \log(\rho_{\text{min}}) + \frac{1 + \tanh(m_{\rho,j})}{2} (\log(\rho_{\text{max}}) - \log(\rho_{\text{min}})),
\]

where \( \rho_{\text{min}}, \rho_{\text{max}} \) are the smallest and the biggest resistivity respectively. When running the joint inversion code, the generalized model vector \( m \) contains two segments, \( m_{s} \) and \( m_{\rho} \), that correspond to slowness and resistivity.

2.3 Gradient calculation

The optimization algorithm L-BFGS requires the gradient of the objective function with respect to the generalized model parameters. If the DC resistivity forward modeling data is \( p = \varphi(m) \) in Eq.(1), given all the steps described above and we can write \( \varphi(m) \) as,

\[
\varphi(m) = \varphi\{\text{III}[ho(m)]\},
\]
where $III$ represents the model refinement function that transforms the inversion grids $\Psi$ shown in Fig. 1 to the new grids used in forward modeling.

The gradient of objective function is calculated using the chain rule and has the following form,

$$\frac{\partial \phi_{dc}}{\partial m_p} = \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial m_p} \frac{\partial III}{\partial \rho} \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial III} \frac{\partial \phi_{dc}}{\partial \phi},$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)$$

where $\frac{\partial \phi}{\partial III}$ is the sensitivity matrix for the DC resistivity data with respect to the refined grid.

Since the sensitivity matrix for the DC resistivity data is a very large, dense matrix (Haber et al., 2000), we calculate it only by computation the product of three sparse matrixes using a $J$ algorithm that $J$ is the sensitivity matrix and can be calculated through a series of matrix-vector products (Pidlisecky et al., 2007). The term $\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial m_p}$ relates the changes of the objective function with respect to the physical parameters to the generalized model parameters. And the term $\frac{\partial III}{\partial \rho}$ describes how the refined grid changes the resistivity parameter.

For seismic refraction method, the calculation of gradient of objective function has been discussed by Moorkamp et al. (2011) in detail. So we don’t discuss them here. Once the gradient for the both type of data, regularization and cross-gradient terms have been calculated, we can obtain the gradient of joint inversion objective function by summing all separate gradients,

$$\frac{\phi_{joint}(m)}{\partial m} = \frac{\phi_{dc,seis}(m)}{\partial m} + \frac{\phi_{dc,seiz}(m)}{\partial m} + \frac{\phi_{reg,seiz}}{\partial m} + \frac{\phi_{reg,seiz}}{\partial m},$$ \hspace{1cm} (10)$$

Then we can use this gradient to update the inversion model using the optimization algorithm, L-BFGS.

4 Synthetic example

To evaluate the validity of the 3-D joint inversion approach on seismic refraction and DC resistivity data, we first performed a test on a synthetic model (Fig. 2). In our experiment, the goal is to image the archaeological remains buried in near surface layers, such as the ancient wall and paleo-channel which are common in archaeological prospection (Shi et al., 2015). The model consists of $20 \times 20 \times 10$ cubic cells with the same edge length of $1$ m. Two rectangular anomalies spaced $2$ m apart are generated and have the same length of $10$ m, width of $2$ m, thickness of $2$ m and burial depth of $2$ m (Fig. 2). As is shown in Fig. 3, the two anomalies have the same seismic velocity of $2000$ m.s$^{-1}$ while have the resistivity values of $10$ ohm.m, $300$ ohm.m, respectively. We designed a layered background with seismic velocity linearly increasing from the surface layer of $500$ m.s$^{-1}$ to the bottom layer of $800$ m.s$^{-1}$ and with resistivity values linearly decreased from the surface layer of $30$ ohm.m to the bottom layer of $20$ ohm.m.

From the above models we calculated synthetic traveltimes and apparent resistivity data using the finite difference code (Podvin and Lecomte, 1991) and the finite volume approach (Pidlisecky et al., 2007), respectively. The distribution of seismic sources, receivers and DC resistivity electrodes are shown in Fig. 2. On the surface, 100 seismic sources were located with the distance separated by $2$ m and 324 receivers were spaced at $1$ m on the regular grids. For all $32400$ source-receiver combinations, we calculated synthetic traveltimes. For DC resistivity data, we placed $96$
electrodes on the surface. Of the 96 electrodes, we used 58 electrodes as both current electrodes and potential electrodes while the remaining 38 as potential electrodes only. There were 41 independent current pairs. For each current pair, data were calculated for the remaining 94 electrodes using dipole-dipole resulting in 93 independent data points. So we acquired a total of 3813 data points for the entire survey. These data, without noise, were used as the observed data for 3-D joint inversion experiment.

Starting from two models that are the layered background without the two anomalies, we performed the individual inversion and 3-D cross-gradient joint inversion for seismic refraction and DC resistivity data. For a single seismic tomographic inversion and DC resistivity inversion, the weight for the covariance scaling factors of regularization terms are \( \alpha_{\text{reg},s} = 100 \) and \( \alpha_{\text{reg},\rho} = 50 \), respectively. We constrained the slowness between 0.000333 and 0.005 s.m\(^{-1}\), corresponding to the velocities of 3000 and 200 m.s\(^{-1}\), respectively. The resistivity was restricted between 5 ohm.m and 600 ohm.m. For 3-D cross-gradient joint inversion, we used the same weight for regulation terms and the same physical parameter ranges. In addition, we run the 3D cross-gradient joint inversion by setting the weight \( \alpha_{\text{cross},s/\rho} = 10^6 \) for the cross-gradient term.

Fig. 4 shows the results of the individual inversion and 3-D cross-gradient joint inversion for seismic refraction synthetic data without noise. The horizontal slices at the depth of 3 m and the vertical depth slices through the model center for individual inversion are shown in Fig. 4a and Fig. 4c, respectively. We observe that the shape recovered by individual seismic tomographic inversion has some small difference with the true model. We also see the transition between the two anomalies is blurred and around the two anomalies we observe some artifacts in the background. The horizontal slice at the depth of 3 m and the vertical depth slices through the model center for 3D joint inversion are shown in Fig. 4b and Fig. 4d. We can see some minor improvement over the individual inversions in Fig. 4b and Fig. 4d. The shape and position of the two anomalies recovered by joint inversion are more close to the true model. And the artifacts in the background are reduced in joint inversion images. To improve the visibility of fluctuation from the true model, we plot relative difference shown in Fig. 5 between the seismic inversion results and the true model. Horizontal slice at the depth of 3m and vertical depth slice through the model center of relative difference between single inversion result and the true model are shown in Fig. 5a and Fig. 5c, respectively. Fig. 5b and Fig. 5d are the horizontal slice and vertical depth slice images of relative difference between joint inversion result and the true model. From Fig. 5, we can see single inversion shows larger deviations from the true model than that from joint inversion. This indicates the precision of joint inversion model is higher than that from single inversion.

Fig. 6 shows the results of the individual inversion and 3-D cross-gradient joint inversion for DC resistivity synthetic data without noise. The horizontal slices of inversion model from individual inversion and 3-D joint inversion are shown in Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b, respectively. Compared the individual inversion, 3-D joint inversion improves the shape of anomalies. Fig. 6c and Fig. 6d show the vertical depth slices through model center of individual inversion and 3-D joint inversion, respectively. We observe the shape and position of the two anomalies recovered by 3-D joint inversion are more consistent with the true model. Fig. 7 shows the relative difference between the resistivity inversion models and the true model. From Fig. 7, we observe that for most
of the area, the relative difference of joint inversion result is less than that from single inversion.

In order to test the effect of noise on inversion results, in the second experiment, a standard deviation of 0.6 ms Gaussian noise was added to the synthetic traveltimes of the seismic model and 2 percent Gaussian noise was added to the DC resistivity data. The inversion parameters and flow are the same with those corresponding to the synthetic data without noise. Fig. 8 and Fig. 10 show that the seismic inversion results and resistivity inversion models, respectively. The relative difference results of seismic inversion and resistivity inversion models are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 11, respectively. From Fig. 4 and Fig. 8, we can see that the inversion models from the seismic synthetic data without noise are more consistent with the true models than those from the synthetic data with noise. However, after adding noise to synthetic data, the single inversion model shows more obvious inconsistencies with the true model. The joint inversion of the synthetic data with noise still successfully recovers the shape and position of anomaly. From Fig. 6 and Fig. 10, we observe that, after adding noise, single inversion does not reconstruct the shape and position of high resistivity anomaly whereas those of joint inversion model are consistent with the true model. From Fig. 5 and Fig. 9, we can see that the relative differences of inversion models are increased after adding noise to synthetic data. The relative difference increment of single inversion model is much more than that of joint inversion model. From Fig. 7 and Fig. 11, we also can observe the similar phenomenon. The above comparison shows that the joint inversion approach has higher robustness in the conditions of noise.

5 Field example

5.1 Field site description and data acquisition

The field data was collected from Lin’an ancient city site which lies in the main urban area of Hangzhou, southeast of China (Fig. 12). Lin’an city was constructed in the A.D. 1129 and now has been almost completely erased by human activities. Experiment was performed in an area where buried city wall remains have been occasionally found during the construction of building foundations. Before archaeological excavation of the wall remains, 3D seismic refraction and DC resistivity survey was acquired. The survey lines are in a 3D survey area shown in Fig. 12 and perpendicular to the expected trend of wall remains.

Fig. 13 shows the distribution of seismic sources, receivers and DC resistivity electrodes. On the surface we placed 60 geophones along five receiver lines with a transverse distance of 1.5 m and 12 receivers were deployed along each line with a trace distance of 1 m. 36 source points were located along the four source lines with a transverse distance of 1.5 m in the middle of receiver lines and 9 shots were deployed along each line with a distance of 2 m. Additional 6 source points were placed at the ends of the two boundary receiver lines. The data were recorded by a SE2404NT seismograph using geophones with a natural frequency 100Hz. We acquired seismic refraction data from 2520 source-receiver combinations. The DC resistivity data were collected from 112 electrodes along seven survey lines with a transverse distance of 1 m and 16 electrodes were deployed along each line with a trace distance of 1 m. An E60 DC Resistivity Instrument was used to acquire 2245 data point in the form of dipole-dipole.

5.2 Individual inversion results
We first performed the individual inversion of seismic refraction and DC resistivity field data using an initial layered model with seismic velocity linearly increasing from the surface layer of 800 m.s\(^{-1}\) to the bottom layer of 1200 m.s\(^{-1}\) and with resistivity values linearly decreased from the surface layer of 30 ohm.m to the bottom layer of 20 ohm.m. The model consists of 36 \(\times\) 16 \(\times\) 12 cubic cells with the same edge length of 0.5 m. We constrained the slowness between 0.0004 and 0.01 s/m that correspond to velocities of 2500 and 100 m/s. The resistivity search range is from 0.1 to 2000 ohm.m. And we chose the values for the covariance scaling factors of regularization terms are \(\alpha_{\text{reg},s}=100\) and \(\alpha_{\text{reg},\rho}=100\) after testing over a range of values.

Fig. 14 shows the results of individual inversion from seismic refraction and DC resistivity field data. Fig. 14a and Fig. 14b show horizontal slices at the depth of 3.5m for seismic slowness and resistivity models, respectively. And the vertical depth slices through the model center for seismic slowness and resistivity are shown in Fig. 14c and Fig. 14d, respectively. The aerial photography of archaeological excavation result of wall remains is shown in Fig. 12. The archaeological excavation result shows that the wall remains consist of bricks and stones. The width of the wall remains is about 6 m and buried depth of the top is about 2 m. From Fig. 14, we observe that the shape and position of wall remains cannot be recovered by seismic inversion. The resistivity inversion successfully identifies the anomaly caused by the wall remains but the lower right parts are not well recovered.

5.3 Joint inversion results

Using the same initial model parameters, we performed the 3-D cross-gradient joint inversion of seismic refraction and DC resistivity field data. In the joint inversion experiment, the values for the covariance scaling factors of regularization terms are \(\alpha_{\text{reg},s}=100\) and \(\alpha_{\text{reg},\rho}=100\) and the weight for the cross-gradient term \(\alpha_{\text{cross},s/\rho}=10^3\).

The joint inversion results from seismic refraction and DC resistivity field data are shown in Fig. 15. Fig. 15a and Fig. 15b show horizontal slices at the depth of 3.5m for seismic slowness and resistivity models, respectively. The vertical depth slices through the model center for seismic slowness and resistivity are shown in Fig. 15c and Fig. 15d, respectively. From Fig. 15, we can see that the high resistivity anomaly is consistent with the wall remains both in terms of the shape and position. Also, we observe that joint inversion improves seismic model to a significant extent and seismic slowness model now shows the location of the object. The comparison between single inversion and joint inversion results indicates that the 3-D joint inversion approach is better than single inversion scheme.

6 Conclusion

3-D cross-gradient joint inversion algorithm is presented and a test of the proposed approach has been undertaken using synthetic and field data. In comparison to single inversion, experiments using synthetic data demonstrate that the proposed algorithm improves accuracy of the models and
precision of estimated physical parameters. Moreover, the 3-D joint inversion approach is more robust in conditions of noise. The comparison between single inversion and joint inversion results in the field example further proves the validity of the new algorithm. We conclude that the proposed approach is effective for joint inversion of 3-D seismic refraction and DC resistivity data.
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of 3-D cross-gradient joint inversion of seismic refraction and DC resistivity data.

Fig. 2. The synthetic model with two anomalies showing the location of the surface arrays used for computation of the synthetic seismic and resistivity data.
Fig. 3. A plot of true synthetic model. (a) and (b), slowness and resistivity images of horizontal slice at the depth of 3m; (c) and (d), slowness and resistivity images of vertical depth slice through the center of the two anomalies.
**Fig. 4.** Results of single inversion and joint inversion for seismic synthetic data without noise. (a) and (b), single inversion and joint inversion slowness images of horizontal slice at the depth of 3m; (c) and (d), single inversion and joint inversion slowness images of vertical depth slice through the center of the two anomalies.
Fig. 5. Relative difference \( \frac{S^{\text{inv}} - S^{\text{true}}}{S^{\text{true}}} \) between seismic inversion results shown in Fig. 4 and true model. (a) and (c), horizontal slice at the depth of 3m and vertical depth slice through the model center of relative difference between single inversion result and the true model; (b) and (d), horizontal slice at the depth of 3m and vertical depth slice through the model center of relative difference between joint inversion result and the true model.
Fig. 6. Results of single inversion and joint inversion for DC resistivity synthetic data without noise. (a) and (b), single inversion and joint inversion resistivity images of horizontal slice at a depth of 3m; (c) and (d), single inversion and joint inversion resistivity images of vertical depth slice through the center of the two anomalies.
Fig. 7. Relative difference $\frac{\rho^{true} - \rho^{inv}}{\rho^{true}}$ between resistivity inversion results shown in Fig. 6 and true model. (a) and (c), horizontal slice at the depth of 3m and vertical depth slice through the model center of relative difference between single inversion result and the true model; (b) and (d), horizontal slice at the depth of 3m and vertical depth slice through the model center of relative difference between joint inversion result and the true model.
Fig. 8. Results of single inversion and joint inversion for seismic synthetic data with noise. (a) and (b), single inversion and joint inversion slowness images of horizontal slice at a depth of 3m; (c) and (d), single inversion and joint inversion slowness images of vertical depth slice through the center of the two anomalies.
Fig. 9. Relative difference $\left| \frac{s^{true} - s^{inv}}{s^{true}} \right|$ between seismic inversion results shown in Fig. 8 and true model. (a) and (c), horizontal slice at the depth of 3m and vertical depth slice through the model center of relative difference between single inversion result and the true model; (b) and (d), horizontal slice at the depth of 3m and vertical depth slice through the model center of relative difference between joint inversion result and the true model.
Fig. 10. Results of single inversion and joint inversion for DC resistivity synthetic data with noise. (a) and (b), single inversion and joint inversion resistivity images of horizontal slice at a depth of 3m; (c) and (d), single inversion and joint inversion resistivity images of vertical depth slice through the center of the two anomalies.
Fig. 11. Relative difference $|\rho^{\text{inv}} - \rho^{\text{true}}| / \rho^{\text{true}}$ between resistivity inversion results shown in Fig. 10 and true model. (a) and (c), horizontal slice at the depth of 3m and vertical depth slice through the model center of relative difference between single inversion result and the true model; (b) and (d), horizontal slice at the depth of 3m and vertical depth slice through the model center of relative difference between joint inversion result and the true model.
Fig. 12. The position of experiment site in Hangzhou of China, location of 3D survey, and aerial photograph of the area after archaeological excavation.

Fig. 13. The relative location of seismic sources, receivers and electrodes for the acquisition of 3D seismic refraction and DC resistivity field data.
Fig. 14. Results of single inversion for seismic refraction and DC resistivity field data from Lin, an ancient city site. (a) and (b), slowness and resistivity images of horizontal slice at a depth of 3.5m; (c) and (d), slowness and resistivity images of vertical depth slice through the center of the survey area.
Fig. 15. Results of joint inversion for seismic refraction and DC resistivity field data from Lin’an ancient city site. (a) and (b), slowness and resistivity images of horizontal slice at a depth of 3.5m; (c) and (d), slowness and resistivity images of vertical depth slice through the center of the survey area.